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Tritan-Drill: the new standard in drilling
Significantly faster for more parts
The Tritan-Drill, the three-fluted drill from MAPAL, achieves more bores, a longer tool
life and lower machining costs compared with its twin-fluted companion. The TritanDrill makes it possible to machine with a significantly higher feed rate. In both
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standard and special designs, it combines process reliability and high performance. It
is a universal drill for a wide range of materials and provides rounder bores and
reduced burr formation. These results are achieved thanks in part to the innovative
geometry that gives rise to optimum chip removal and a low cutting pressure. The
Tritan-Drill is also convincing for long-chipping workpiece materials due to its special
chip formation.
In difficult drilling situations such as cross bores or inclined bore entrance, the TritanDrill has proved to be effective. Many practical examples also speak for themselves:
Significantly more bores, remarkably 45 percent, when compared with a twin-fluted
drill, are possible when machining a cylinder head made of GJL 250. Previously a
twin-fluted step drill was used for machining the 15 and 16 mm diameters. 1,800
bores were machined with a cutting speed of 100 m/min and a feed rate of 0.2
mm/rev. With the three-fluted Tritan step drill, not only the cutting speed and feed
rate could be increased to 130 m/min and 0.34 mm/rev. The tool life of the drill is also
significantly longer with 2,600 bores.
Another example of the versatile range of applications of the Tritan-Drill is the
machining of a VA-rail. This part that is exposed to strong mechanical loads at high
temperatures is manufactured from heat-resistant steel with an austenitic structure.
The alloy ensures a high strength at operating temperatures up to 1050 °C and
prevents embrittlement but is difficult to machine. The Tritan-Drill is also suitable for
this challenge. Compared with a twin-fluted step drill that has a tool life of 48 metres,
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corresponding to 3,200 bores, the Tritan-Drill achieves a tool life of 63 metres, or
4,200 bores. And all this at a high feed rate.
The reliable machining of a turbocharger made of heat-resistant cast steel is another
successful application of the Tritan-Drill in practice. Previously with a twin-fluted drill
with a 8.3 mm diameter, a maximum of 60 parts could be machined. The Tritan-Drill
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manages 140 parts. This means that productivity is 130 percent higher.
The Tritan-Drill for machining steels, cast materials and non-ferrous metals is in the
standard programme and thus available from stock. The drill is available with a
diameter range of 5 to 20 mm as well in designs up to 8xD. The Tritan-Drill as a
special tool is also available at short notice.
Captions:
The Tritan-Drill from MAPAL combines process reliability and more performance.
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If published, please send a voucher copy
by mail to Patricia Hubert or
by e-mail to patricia.hubert@de.mapal.com.

Short profile MAPAL Dr. Kress KG:
MAPAL – tooling the customer's success
MAPAL Präzisionswerkzeuge Dr. Kress KG is one of the leading international suppliers of
precision tools for the machining of practically all materials. The company founded in 1950
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supplies leading customers from the automotive and aerospace industries and from machine
and plant engineering. With its innovations the family-owned company sets trends and
standards in production and machining technology. MAPAL sees itself as a technology
partner, supporting its customers with the development of efficient and resource-conserving
machining processes using individual tool concepts. The company is represented with
production facilities, sales subsidiaries and representatives in 44 countries worldwide. In 2014
the MAPAL Group had 4,500 employees, generating sales of EUR 510 million.
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